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We Call You into Divine Service in this Hour!

B

lessed students of the Light, I, Morya, address you on behalf of the
Darjeeling Council to call upon your Heart Flame to leap into Service
to the Light of God, so that the balance might be held upon the Earth for
all those who desire to pursue the Individualization of their Mighty I AM
Presence and the Divine Path, whatever Path that might be among the many
valid, true Religions upon the Earth, so that more may hold to the disciplines
of their respective faith and exercise the Will of God in this most trying of
times for the Earth!
When such religions are thrust aside, when the focus of attention is no
longer upon God, upon the Virtues of the Christ, or adopting the highest
morality, then follows the degradation of the very life of even those who
would otherwise follow a pure path. These lifestreams fall by the wayside
and are caught in negative spirals from which they know not how to extricate
themselves.
You, as the Sons and Daughters of God, who have been involved in the
disciplines of the Ascended Master Activities, knowing of the Science of the
Spoken Word, the Power of Decrees and Affirmations, can and do call forth
the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence, of the Ascended Octaves of Light,
of the Ascended and Cosmic Beings whenever there is great, immediate need
for the Earth.
You have worked mightily to transmute your own returning karma so that
you might have a chalice prepared to hold the Fire, the Light, the Momentum
and God Power of the Divine Will, so that throughout the land your Light
will so shine that it penetrates the physical Earth, the Water, the Fire, the
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Air, and deposits within each of these planes of consciousness a Charge of
God Light and Momentum that stays the course of any step-up of negativity
that might otherwise occur, drawn from the astral plane and deposited upon
the consciousness of the pure and innocent and the true Sons and Daughters
of God who hold themselves servants of the Most High.
Oh, how there are many throughout the world who start out in each
incarnation with a pure heart, desiring only to live the glorious life they
remember, having touched their Edenic Blueprint of God Consciousness
at inner levels. But ofttimes, that memory is so far removed from the outer
consciousness that only a glimpse can penetrate! And when that glimpse
comes to them, blessed ones, it is imperative that there be a Body of God
Consciousness upon the Earth that supports that impulse of Freedom, of
the Purity of the Will of God.
You are the students of Light who are calling forth
that Light daily for and on behalf of all of the Sons and
Daughters of God and Children of the Light!
We, in the Cosmic Councils, depend upon those daily offerings of your
Heart Flame, communing in the Oneness of God and spreading across the
land a fertile leavening of God Consciousness, whereupon the Holy Angels
may come and release their Charge to carry more of the Momentum of the
Ascended Octaves of Light so that the leavening of God Consciousness can
and will occur.
But when there are those troubling times upon the Earth, when the outer
consciousness is dipped into astral substance, into the degradation of God,
and all that is impure, when so many heinous crimes are thrust upon the
innocent and those who merely desire to love God and to practice their Faith,
you, blessed ones, are called to your altars to invoke the Light of God, the
Flames of Transmutation, the Power and the Blue Lightning of Archangel
Michael, and the Angels of Archangel Roiiel from the God Star Sirius, so
that there might be the Champions of the Christ Light and the opportunity
for all to breathe in the Breath of God and exhale the co-creation of a life
filled with the Presence of God!
All about you are Heart Flames that are searching. Many have hungered
for a long time, not only in this incarnation, but many incarnations, hungering
to be fed with the Pure Light of their God Presence, to be infused with the
Flame as the Christ Light unfurls within them, to give them Purpose in God,
the Divine Presence in life, and to chart their own course according to that
inner commitment of the Will of God.
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You who have found the secrets of life that have always been and always
will be lodged within the Heart of the Mighty I AM Presence and who
understand how, with the Invocation to the Great I AM, you are so filled
with the expansion of God Love, God Wisdom, God Momentum of Life —
you have truly begun to overcome the limitations of human creation adopted
by your own lifestream over your many incarnations. You have put your life
in the hands of your Mighty I AM Presence! You have elected to surrender
all that you are to that Mighty I AM Presence, so that the Mighty I AM
Presence may be where you are in the Office of your Christhood!
The Light of God shines forth upon all! The Blessings are endless! But
for those who know not how to call for that Light, know not the Divine
Purposes even for their own lifestream, much is lost, requiring many more
incarnations, which in and of itself would not be a calamity were it not so
very necessary for a Great Expansion of Light to come upon the Earth to fill
the consciousness of the Many Sons and Many Daughters of God and not
leave to chance what they might otherwise gravitate toward.
The youth, when not properly guided, when not held within the firm
embrace of love, family, education, when they are allowed to roam freely
without any discipline or structure, it is as though you were throwing them
into the great abyss, not unlike a baby bird — compelled to fall or fly! Blessed
ones, children and older youth require a loving home, the true expression of
God spoken out loud, taught at every turn! If the parents and guardians of
the little ones and the youth do not teach them, how do you suppose they
will learn? How do you suppose they will understand the still small Voice of
God within them when they hear it, prompting them into a higher vibration
instead of following the mass consciousness and the riptides of human thought
and feeling that are so prevalent in the land?
The fulfillment of our Responsibility for the next generation and future
generations to follow is contingent upon what we would bequeath to these
little ones. The Cosmic Councils are most concerned with what you offer to
the next generation. What is the record? What trail of breadcrumbs are you
leaving for them to follow?
Many poets, many sages of old have told stories and written of leaving
footprints in the sands of time. You, blessed hearts, do just that by the Fire
of your Heart, lighting every grain of sand upon which you walk when you
invoke the Light of God, when you fill your chalice full to overflowing so
that all the Light of your Presence flows freely through you, charging the
very atmosphere about you and everything within the circle of influence of
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your life! And when the Holy Angels come to see who are the faithful that
we may count upon and whose Calls we may answer, they have your name
and your Flame, and they know that Keynote Vibration of your own God
Presence! For it is known throughout the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of
Light who are those that can be counted upon.
So you see, blessed ones, you are numbered among the stalwart ones
whom we in the Cosmic Councils depend upon, look to, and expect much
of. For you have received much. This may not be immediately apparent to
your outer consciousness until you elect to step back and examine your life.
Consider where you once were — even in this incarnation — in vibration, in
attitudes, in habits, in professions. How has your life changed? What have
you received that has blessed you beyond measure, above any price that could
ever be paid, save the Sacrifice of your own Heart Flame into the Allness
of God to assist other lifestreams in the Service to the Flame of God upon
the Altar of their Heart? What is it that you are willing to give of yourself?
In times of old, you were called upon in many incarnations to lay down
life and limb for the sake of God. Your Mighty I AM Presence does not call
you to that path at this time. For you have accelerated in God Consciousness
so that you might invoke the Light of God and be that Light where you are
— the Living Flame of God! — establishing an example of the Virtues of
the Christ, loving unconditionally, teaching, healing, creating, exuding that
Flame that blesses all of life that you touch!
This has occurred because of the many blessings upon your lifestream and
the closer walk with your own Holy Christ Presence. This has occurred because
you have been willing to surrender to your own Mighty I AM Presence. You
have listened. You have internalized the Teachings of the Ascended Masters.
And you have begun to hone and fashion a Crystalline Chalice that is worthy
of the Mighty I AM Presence, as this incarnation that you live!
So you see, blessed hearts, though there are those warring factions across
the Earth; though there are many political circumstances between countries
that are most challenging and need the Light; though there are those trying
circumstances of need to keep body and life flowing together; most importantly,
what the Mankind of Earth need most is the Light of God that you can call forth!
The Violet Flame transmutes the records that are up for transmutation,
daily. The Holy Angels of Archangel Roiiel and Archangel Michael can go
forth and cleave asunder so much of that seething hatred of many, many
generations — records emerging into manifestation through even the youth
in many areas of the world, taking them far afield from the Love for God,
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the Love for God in all life and in their fellow brothers and sisters of Light
in incarnation.
When one has lost their desire to serve God in life —
Divine Service — one has lost all for that incarnation!
Mark that Golden Precept as a key to knowing the Will of God for your
lifestream. For the Will of God desires that you know, first and foremost, your
Mighty I AM Presence, internalizing that Consciousness, that Momentum
of God Purity, and standing upon the Rock of Ages that has been placed
there by all of the Momentum of the Ascended Masters, anchoring the Truth
of Cosmic Law, fostering the many true religions throughout the Earth, so
that the consciousness of mankind might be leavened into a higher state of
Wisdom in the Presence of God, so that there can be a greater fabric of life
that is infused with the Substance of God Consciousness, the Causal Body
Momentums of the lifestreams incarnate, and of the Flame upon the Altar
of the Heart that is pure and desires only to be all that the Mighty I AM
Presence desires it to be — expanding and engaging in Divine Service to all
life!
Throughout your many incarnations, you have determined by your
actions, by your thoughts, by your words what you are willing to do for and
on behalf of your Mighty I AM Presence! Many have shunned God entirely
for more than this present incarnation and have found it most challenging
to find their way back into that hallowed space of God Consciousness, of
Illumination, of the Flame of God Wisdom.
But nonetheless, while yet the Flame of God abides upon the Altar of one’s
Heart, there is always opportunity. And you can start this very hour changing
those habits and momentums of your life that are not in keeping with the
Flame of God, with the very vibration that allows you to love unconditionally,
to Sacrifice of your own Heart Flame and all that you are engaged in in life,
for and on behalf of the Flame of God of others, to fulfill the Constancy of
your Divine Service and Holy Vibration — to understand how in doing so,
you are then prepared to accept the Responsibility of all that comes with
the knowledge, the transfer of God Power, and the abundant Love of God
that you are blessed with!
As you take Authority over your life, fulfilling all of the Divine Edicts of
the Will of your God Presence, you are sure that your life is blessed beyond
measure and all is right with the world. For in God all things are possible.
When there is the collective Charge of the Will of God in the Many Sons
and Many Daughters of God, there is an unstoppable momentum to deposit
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within the mental, the emotional, and the physical bodies so that as the signs
are shown to you, you recognize the hand of God at work!
Blessed ones, won’t you consider accelerating your momentum in Decrees
and Affirmations and the frequency with which you set aside time to go to
your altar? For there is much that is going on, even behind the conscious
awareness of mankind, that requires the pressure of the Light. We are most
grateful for all that you presently do! But when there is an extraordinary
need, you would want to know, for that is the commitment of your heart.
You have vowed to assist the Ascended Masters and to be the hands and feet,
the voice and the crown of your own God Presence, as you anchor the Light
at your altar and proclaim the Will of God for all! In doing so, the Earth
will be at that appointed Vibration for the Golden Age to occur when it is
deemed necessary!
For yes, blessed hearts, there is a timetable and a cycle for the Earth.
You live in time and space. It is only in the Higher Octaves of the Ascended
Consciousness that there is no time and space. We, in that Octave, can afford
to take as long as is necessary for cycles to unfold, but not so when it comes
to mankind’s cycles upon the Earth! Even in your own lifestream there are
finite circles of influence and cycles for you to fulfill. Consciousness and
vibration only go out so far until they must and do come back to the point
of center of one’s own Identity in God. Many of you have gone out and come
back, and you reside in the core of Being that will accelerate you into the
Ascension Current at the close of this lifetime. Do not lose sight of the goal,
all the while you are about the necessities of life that require you to continue
to strive and to have the pressure of Light going forth on every aspect.
So you see, blessed ones, this is not a time to pull back, thinking, “Oh, I
will rest a while. Someone else will take up the Sword Excalibur. Someone else
will do the Work, for I AM tired today.” Now, do you think for one moment
that those who count themselves among the chelas of El Morya would ever
utter such words? I think not! For there is no time like the present to anchor
the Will of God. If you elect, you can take a vacation when you ascend! But
that would be a cosmic joke, for I know what you will desire to do then!
So you see, blessed ones, strive mightily! Reinvigorate, recharge, and
regenerate within your outer vehicles all of the Charge of Light that you
require. Strive to your very last breath! For then, at that point, you will be
prepared to ride the Current into the Ascension Flame, if it is the Will of your
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God Presence! For is that not the highest Good of all for your lifestream?
Would you not want every erg of energy of your being to be fully engaged in
your Mighty I AM Presence? Consider, blessed ones, that Presence as your
focus that you hold most dear. And do not let go!
I, for one Chohan, could not be more proud of those students of the
Octaves of Light and the Ascended Masters that count themselves among the
Torch Bearers of The Temple! For I know what many of you have sacrificed
in your own outer life to apply the Service of your own Heart Flame to that
glorious Will of the Cosmic Councils and your own Mighty I AM Presence!
You have elected to be counted among those that history will report anchored
the Fire! Anchored the Will of God! And when necessary you raised the
Sword Excalibur to shine forth as the Truth of Cosmic Law, to cleave asunder
the real from the unreal and allow for Purity to reign in the land once more!
These are the times written upon the screen of the future of your chelaship
and your Victory in the Light! You are the Sons and Daughters of God! Grasp
what that means as you put on the Mantle of your Holy Christ Presence and
as you are prepared at any moment in those Royal Robes to be a Priest or
Priestess of the Sacred Fire! To stand as the example of Wisdom’s Ray! And
to hold the balance for all that know not who they are!
I commend you to Excalibur! I commend you to the Will of God and
the Flame of God Love!
Good day!

					I AM, as Always,
				

Your Morya
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